Button / Magnet Maker

The Basics:
Create buttons or magnets to promote your business, campaign, band, or brand.

How to Use:
Our button makers make two different button/magnet sizes: 2.25” and 3”. From home or on one of TechZone’s Design Computers, use the website umakebuttons.com to design your 2.25” or 3” buttons/magnets to setup and design your files.

We have paper cutters that will perfectly cut out your design into the 2.25” or 3” circle size you need whether you print them at the library or at home.

If you design your buttons in TechZone we have both color and black and white printers available for you to print your file. Button making assembly is very simple. A TechZone staff member will give you instructions and a demonstration then you take over from there.

Cost:
2.25” buttons with pinbacks or magnets are 30¢ each.
3” buttons with pinbacks or magnets are 45¢ each.
Color copies are 25¢ / page and black and white copies are 5¢ / page.

To Make an Appointment:
Walkups are accepted but it is preferred that you make an appointment. Call us at 330-643-9145 or email us at esdiv@akronlibrary.org.

When you arrive:
Stop at the desk to sign in. Have your design ready and saved to a flash drive or schedule extra time to work on the design PCs. We will write up a receipt for you and ask you to pay at the Circulation desk. Bring back the paid slip to our desk. We will get you set up at a table in the TechZone area with the button maker and paper cutter and the materials to make enough buttons that you paid for. We will demonstrate how to make a button. Then you make your own buttons for the rest of your order.

For more information about the variety of services and equipment available in TechZone, please visit www.akronlibrary.org/tz